
SECTION 6 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

6.1                        INTRODUCTION 
The Commission’s BPL Report and Order specified the rules and measurement 

guidelines for Access BPL systems.  NTIA applied these rules and measurement 
guidelines in a number of analyses to evaluate their effectiveness at limiting the risk of 
interference to federal radiocommunication systems.  The results of these analyses are 
summarized below. 

6.2                        PHASE 2 ANALYSES 

6.2.1                       Part 15 Rules and Measurement Guidelines 

In the NTIA Phase 1 Study, NTIA noted that adopting effective BPL 
measurement guidelines is critical to minimizing the risk of harmful interference to 
federal radiocommunications.  NTIA further noted that emissions from Access BPL 
systems operating on overhead MV power lines were atypical of most Part 15 devices in 
that the peak field strength often occurs at heights significantly greater than 1 meter, and 
it may occur at various distances along the power line.  The radiated field strength 
diminishes with distance from the source at a slower rate than that of a typical point 
source radiator.  Measurements of BPL field strength are typically performed in the near 
field where the relationship between electric and magnetic field are not easily predicted.  
NTIA developed a number of power line models using the NEC software package to 
facilitate the analysis of these characteristics of BPL emissions when applying the new 
Access BPL measurement guidelines adopted by the Commission. 

  
The results of NTIA’s analysis of the characteristics of BPL emissions indicate 

that the peak field strength seen in close proximity to a BPL-energized overhead power 
line will occur at various heights, and often near the height of the power line.  NTIA 
further analyzed the peak field strength using the specified measurement heights and 
found that at these measurement heights, the 80th percentile values of peak field strength 
at any height are effectively estimated by use of the Commission’s measurement 
guidelines.  As noted earlier, the 80th percentile values eliminate the localized peaks that 
are unlikely to be encountered by a radio receiver randomly located in close proximity to 
an Access BPL power line. 

  
The measurement guidelines allow field strength measurements on overhead 

Access BPL power lines operating in the VHF band to be performed at a 1 meter height 
combined with application of a 5 dB height correction factor for BPL systems operating 
at or above 30 MHz.  NTIA’s analysis demonstrated that the peak field strength may be 
reasonably estimated after application of this height correction factor.    

  



The FCC’s measurement guidelines require field strength measurements to be 
performed at specific points along the power line within 1 wavelength of a BPL 
source.[75]  When the electric field strength was scaled to be within the Part 15 limits 
using the Access BPL measurement guidelines, NTIA’s NEC simulation results indicated 
that the percent of measurement points where the field strength exceeded the Part 15 
limits was small. 

  
NTIA evaluated the Commission’s modification of the distance extrapolation 

rules, which replaced the use of the horizontal distance between the BPL device and the 
measurement antenna with the slant range distance between them.  NTIA’s NEC 
simulations in the 4 to 8 MHz frequency range exhibited somewhat slower rates of field 
strength decay with distance than would be expected by the distance extrapolation rate in 
the Part 15 rules for Access BPL systems.  This difference was up to 6 dB less than the 
distance extrapolation rate.  At or above 10 MHz, the simulation results show good 
agreement between the rate that field strength decays and the Part 15 distance 
extrapolation rate using the slant range distance to the Access BPL device and power 
lines. As noted earlier, the effect of the combination of direct and ground-reflected rays at 
the simulated distances becomes more pronounced at frequencies above 14 MHz.   

  
One limitation with this methodology arises when measurements are to be 

performed at distances significantly beyond the specified 10 meter measurement distance 
called for in the Commission’s measurement guidelines.  In this case, the length of the 
slant range distance approaches that of the horizontal separation distance between the 
BPL device and measurement antenna, and the extrapolation rate effectively becomes the 
same as if the horizontal distance was used.  The resulting extrapolation may 
overestimate the rate of field strength decay with distance and lead to the establishment 
of an operating level for the BPL device that exceeds Part 15 limits at 10 meters.  It 
should also be noted that the Commission’s rules state that measurements should not be 
performed at a distance greater than 30 meters unless it can be demonstrated that 
measurements at a distance of 30 meters or less are impractical.[76] 

  
Below 30 MHz, electric field strength is determined by measurement of the peak 

magnetic field strength in the horizontal plane using a loop antenna situated 1 meter 
above the ground, and application of a magnetic to electric field conversion factor.  As 
these measurements are performed at a distance of 10 meters from the BPL device and 
associated power lines, they fall well within the near field region where the relationship 
between magnetic and electric field strength is not easily predicted.  NTIA’s evaluation 
of the relationship between magnetic and electric field at this distance shows that use of 
the loop antenna with this conversion factor yields a reasonable approximation.  NTIA 
simulations also show that, below 30 MHz, peak field strength consistently corresponded 
to the vertical electric field (horizontal magnetic field) polarization when measured at 10 
meters from the power line.  At or above 30 MHz, the guidelines specify that both the 
horizontal and vertical polarizations of electric field strength are to be measured.  The 
simulations performed by NTIA indicate that the specified guidelines can be used to 
represent the electric field strength levels. 

  



The measurement guidelines for Access BPL systems specify that in-situ testing 
shall be performed on three typical installations for both overhead and underground 
installations.  NTIA field tests and NEC modeling of BPL power lines identified that, in 
addition to the BPL devices themselves, many features of MV power lines give rise to the 
strongest levels of radiated emissions.  NTIA suggests that a variety of these features 
should exist in power lines chosen as representative sites for compliance measurement 
testing. 

6.2.2                       Special Protection Provisions 

As a result of NTIA’s initial analysis, the Commission specified minimal sets of 
excluded frequency bands, exclusion zones and consultation areas needed to prevent BPL 
systems from interfering with critical federal radio operations in the 1.7 to 80 MHz 
frequency range.[77]  NTIA extended the analyses for the recommended protection radii to 
include a more elaborate overhead power line model and a new underground power line 
model.  NTIA analyzed the BPL emission levels that might be expected from MV 
overhead and underground power lines to determine the minimum radii of exclusion 
zones and consultation areas needed to meet the protection criteria for critical federal 
fixed and mobile radiocommunication systems, radar, and radioastronomy receivers.     

  

These provisions provide an additional measure of protection beyond that 
afforded by field strength limits and compliance measurement provisions.  These special 
exclusion zones and consultation areas place only a minimal constraint on BPL 
deployment, as they impact only about 2 percent of the spectrum between 1.7 to 80 
MHz.  Additional special protection provisions may be needed if, at some time in the 
future, Access BPL devices are permitted to operate outside the 1.7 to 80 MHz frequency 
range.   

6.2.3                       Case Study Applying the Access BPL Measurement Guidelines 

NTIA developed a simulation of an actual overhead MV Access BPL power line 
structure to illustrate application of the BPL measurement guidelines and assess the 
potential impact on nearby land mobile systems, as well as to fixed systems at greater 
distances from the power lines.  The results of these simulations are consistent with those 
from NTIA’s Phase 1 Study, and, as such, they indicate the Part 15 measurement 
procedures described in the BPL Report and Order appear to estimate adequately the 
peak field strength around the power line near ground level.[78]   

6.2.4                       Aggregation of Emissions Considering Ionospheric Propagation 

In its Comments on the BPL NPRM, NTIA presented a preliminary analysis of 
the aggregation of emissions via ionospheric (i.e., “sky wave”) propagation arising from 
a wide scale deployment of Access BPL devices on MV overhead power lines.[79]  At that 
time, NTIA concluded that interference via this mechanism was not a near-term issue.   

  
NTIA further developed its power line models to include an elaborate overhead 

power line model and an underground power line model.  The radiation levels derived 



from these models were scaled to Part 15 limits using the recently adopted compliance 
measurement methodology.  Simulations of aggregation via ionospheric propagation 
were performed for high and low SSN conditions, with frequencies ranging from 2 to 30 
MHz, and varying time of day and month of year. 

6.3                        CONCLUSION 
The NTIA Phase 2 Study of Access BPL systems expanded upon the Phase 1 

Study with additional modeling results and analyses that addressed the issues that had 
been identified as requiring further study.  The Phase 2 Study applied the rules and 
measurement guidelines for Access BPL systems adopted by the FCC to evaluate their 
effectiveness in minimizing the potential for harmful interference to federal 
radiocommunication systems.  The results of these analyses confirm that the Part 15 
rules, measurement guidelines and special protection provisions applied to Access BPL 
deployment will limit the interference risks for federal radiocommunication systems.  
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